
How can you become the president of the USA? 

  New German Courses for Beginners
at A1 or A2 level
  

  Deutschprüfungen in Berlin

Die nächsten Prüfungen finden am
  

 

  08.02.2023
22.02.2023
01.03.2023
15.03.2023
29.03.2023
05.04.2023
19.04.2023
03.05.2023
17.05.2023
31.05.2023
  

 

  im PSP Sprachpunkt online statt.
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How can you become the president of the USA? 

     Jetzt bestellen
  

 

  

    

  PSP Sprachpunkt
  

 

  German Language School in Berlin
  

 

  How can you become the president of the USA?
  

And also take pride in the words:

  „Ich bin ein Berliner“
  

  

„All free men, wherever they may live, are citizens of Berlin, and, therefore, as a free man,
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How can you become the president of the USA? 

I take pride in the words „Ich bin ein Berliner!“

On the 26th of June 1963, 3.5 million Berliners heard John F. Kennedy say these famous
words.
The world looks up to heroes.

So, will you too become a Berliner?
Imagine coming to the old continent, to the north eastern part of Germany. To Berlin. To meet
new people and make new friends. 

“Desire and love are the wings to big achievements.”
Johann Wolfang von Goethe

You probably know that Germany provides the highest Internet access rate in all of the
European Union and also ranks number one in the e-commerce market. 65% of the world wide
marketing takes place in the Internet and therefore you can inform yourself about our language
school, PSP Sprachpunkt, by reading this homepage. PSP Sprachpunkt is the language school
that specializes in teaching German as a foreign language.
In March 2010 the German newspaper BILD Zeitung names PSP Sprachpunkt as the renowned
language school in Berlin that teaches German as a foreign language.
I totally agree.

  Do you need German in your business life?
  Do you have problems expressing yourself in German?
  Do you want to be well organized and successful in Germany?
  

If you are planning to realize your dreams in Berlin, the city of your dreams, then your best bet is
to convince the Germans of your new ideas in German. Don't be discouraged if you're not yet
able to converse about facts, figures or examples. Don't worry. Because the German Courses at
PSP Sprachpunkt will help you learn and improve your German.

  Are you at ease with the German grammar?
  

Certify your language skills with some strong evidence. Your language certificate will give you
proof. After successfully taking the exam in order to accomplish the corresponding language
level, you will be the proud owner of such a certificate. And who knows, your next step could be
to take up a study at a German University.
In Berlin there are 17 Universities to chose from, with more than 150 000 students registered at:
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    -  Freie Universität Berlin  

    
    -  TFH-Berlin University of Applied Sciences  

    
    -  Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin  

    
    -  Technische Universität Berlin  

    
    -  Universität der Künste Berlin  

  

So, are you a Berliner?
Always be on time and don't miss your chance. Sign up for a German Course now. At PSP
Sprachpunkt there are new friends to meet and make. So don't keep your fellow students
waiting for too long. Take the opportunity and learn German in Berlin.

  PSP Sprachpunkt promises you:
  

    
    -    German Courses at a language school with a high quality standard,
located near the the Berlin Wall
    

    
    -    German-Intensive Courses take place in Kreuzberg, the famed district
of Berlin
    

    
    -    German-Evening Courses in an inspiring neighborhood where many
artists live and work
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    -    German-Summer Courses for young people from all over the world
    

    
    -    German Courses are made up of small groups with 4 to a maximum of
12 participants
    

  

PSP Sprachpunkt is a small language school with a friendly, family-like atmosphere. During
breaks our students gather up in the kitchen for a cup of coffee, and try out their new German
skills when  chatting with fellow students that come from all over the world.

Almost all of our students pass the German exams.
I know that probably sounds a bit exaggerated, but our current statistics confirm this fact.
Thanks to the qualified, motivated and specially trained teachers for German as a foreign
language , our students are
well prepared to take the exams.
But, truth be told, we are also very lucky to have so many talented students from all over the
world that are eager to learn German in our courses at PSP Sprachpunkt in Berlin.
And that is the answer to the question, why almost all of our students pass the German Exams.
So if you want to count yourself among these students, sign up already!

  You can feel at home in Berlin, because you are a Berliner
  

If you live a life like Ernest Miller Hemingway did, then you probably won't have any problems to
speak German in the following countries: The United States of America, Brazil, Canada, France,
Argentina, Russia, Kasachstan, Australia, the Netherlands, Great Britain, Spain, Chile,
Paraguay, Hungary, South Africa, Mexico,Israel, Romania and the Czech Republic. 
Although German is not the official language spoken in these countries, due to the history of
events, the above listed nations are also home to a German speaking population.

During your stay in Berlin you could write a travel diary, or inform your friends on your blog
about the language school where you are attending a German Course. And who knows, maybe
Berlin will inspire you to finally write your breakthrough novel.
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If you are as adventurous as P.T Barnum who also never let a chance go by, if you too want to
create something unique like he did with the famous children's book “General Tom Thumb”
(German: “Der Däumling”). If you too want to create something that will bring you fame and
fortune in your country for many years to come, then learning German at PSP Sprachpunkt will
be a key to open new doors to new opportunities. So you can also fulfill your dreams in the
German speaking countries.

I think,..., I know, that P.T Barnum would have not missed the chance to take a German Class
at PSP Sprachpunkt.

Before you enrol for a course at PSP Sprachpunkt there is a question I want to ask you:
Are you a Berliner?
You don't have to answer right now. I will wait for your answer till after you successfully passed
your German Exam.

  German Courses in Berlin. The Germans will help fulfill your
dreams to:
  

    
    -    read in German
    

    
    -    listen and comprehend spoken German texts
    

    
    -    understand the German language
    

    
    -    speak in German
    

    
    -    write in German
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    -    use the German Grammar
    

    
    -    use your German in everyday life
    

  

  Now you already know:
  

    
    -    yes-you will make fast progress in learning German
    

    
    -    yes-you will pass the German Exam
    

    
    -    yes-you will receive your German Language Certificate
    

    
    -    yes-the affordable course fee is an investment that will pay off
    

    
    -    yes-you will put the best teachers to the test-the native speakers
    

    
    -    yes-you will get to know the culture and the German society
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    -    yes-you will learn German in a multicultural city
    

    
    -    yes-in Berlin almost everyone speaks German
    

    
    -    yes-you will make new friends from all over the world that are learning
German too
    

    
    -    yes-you will breathe German air and really feel like a Berliner
    

    
    -    yes-you will say:”Ich bin ein Berliner.”
    

  

Guarantee:

    
    -  The owner of PSP Sprachpunkt, Agnieszka Marczyk, guarantees you to a 100%, that
every course keeps up a high quality standard, and that you will successfully pass your German
Language Exam.   

    
    -  PSP Sprachpunkt works together with the German Federal Office for Migration and
Refugees, and therefore designs the class schedule according to the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages.   

    
    -  PSP Sprachpunkt makes sure to keep up the high quality standard of the German
lessons, so you can have the best possible learning experience. That is why tests on a regular
basis are part of the language program.   
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What more guarantees do you need?

    
    -  If you're still not convinced, send us an email with your questions or sign up right here and
see for yourself in one of our German courses in Berlin.   

    
    -  I'm sure you've already figured it out, but just to make my point clear I will remind you
again that in Germany, in Berlin, PSP Sprachpunkt is the only place where you can successfully
learn excellent German in theory and practice.   

    
    -  After finishing your German course you can wander the streets of Berlin and easily speak
German, just like that. You might even dream in German, although, this privilege is only
bestowed to some of the lucky ones.   

  

Your investment:
You dedicate your time to learn German and pay for the fantastic German Course in Berlin. So
get acquainted with our general terms and conditions of trade and enrol for one of our German
Courses at PSP Sprachpunkt in Berlin, the language school specialized in teaching German as
a foreign language.
Before you do so, here are the German courses listed that we offer at PSP Sprachpunkt:

    
    -    German Intensive Courses in Germany
    

    
    -    German Evening Courses (two times a week)
    

    
    -    German Courses for Beginners
    

    
    -    German Courses for Advanced Students
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    -    Business-Courses
    

    
    -    German Preparation Courses for Universities
    

    
    -    Exam Preparation Courses for: DSH-Exam, KDS, GDS, ...
    

    
    -    One to one German Courses 
    

    
    -    German Courses for students
    

    
    -    German Group Courses
    

    
    -    German Courses for Tourists
    

  

Okay. Now come on, register yourself for one of our German Course in Berlin!

P.S. After you successfully completed the German Course, you can become the President of
the United States of America, a free person in a free country where you will speak German on
your way to success.

Because in the end, every free person can say:”Ich bin ein Berliner.”

Have fun and see you soon.
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